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been trained at such great expense would flood across Europe. Now they are 4n
trying to get us to do away with our atomic weapons and to do away with theirs
so they will be left wit free without any interference on our part.

In 1975 the nations of the world had d' mostly refused to recognize the
communist aeizuees+ after the war, and *k insisted that Russia properly should
be within her prewar boundaires. In 1975 at the Helsinkie conference most of
of the nations of Europe including the communist nations met and agreed that if
we would recognize the postwar boundaries of Russia, they would promise to give
civil rights to their people. The Helsinkie agreements were made and since that
time nothing more has been said about driving them back to their previous
boundaries. But in Sept. 1976, Russia and her Soviet block vae states
refused visas to a special commission of the U.S. Congress set up to check
fulfillment of the Helsinkie agreement. They refused that and Orlov and others
in Russia who asked that they keep their agreement were taken and tortured.
I suppose many of you have seen the pe+te picture recently of Orlov as he was
10 years ago and Orlov now that he has been freed, and allowed to come to this
country. You can see on his face the tortures and suffering he went through
simply for asking that they carry out the agreement they had made.

The is one reason and a vital reason why our country is in great danger
today. The second reason is equally important. That is that during the last
50 years in our colleges and universities there have been those who have been
brainwashed-v- brainwashing the students against Americanism, against democracy,
and all of our journalists today practically have been trained that way. So
in our newspapers and in our TV most anything that will look favorable for
communism is praised, and most anything bad in it is excused if possible and
those who stand against it are mostly misrepresented or condumined.

When the thought was made that the U.S. could find a strategic defence that
would negate the power of the Russian bomb to destroy us or force us to surrender.
When that was done and it was thought we could find a defense against it,
Mondale who had been trained under this attitude in our colleges and others with
him, instead of using the proper name of it referred to it by the name of
"Star Wars." An utter misrepresentation. And today the Russians 4'redy
authorities are afraid of their lives that we will proceed with our investigation
to find a way to make their bombs of no value against us. Their great effort
today defended by so many in this country is to do away with the efforts to
find a defense against it.

Now we can see what danger there is ahead. Is peace so dear or life so
sweet as to be purchased at the price of chains and slavery? Will our leaders
give away the only chance of defense against the great armaments Russia has
developed? America is the last hope of freedom today. The American power
is the last hope of preserving freedom in the world, or civil rights in the
world humanly speaking. America is the greatest center at least as far as
material backing is concerned for missionary work throughout the world. There
is nothing Satan would like better than to see our power destroyed.

When civil rights in America were threatened by George III people from
France, from Germany, from Hungary, from other countries cane forward to help
the colonies to win their freedom that they had had before George III came to
power, and with their help America gained its freedom. Today in Nicaragua
the communists have taken away all civil rights, and have deprived all organiza
tions of any right to spread Christianity, and are forcing all their young men
into training for aggressive war, today when this is happening these people who
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